
THESIS ON THE ALAMO

Essential Question: Even though the Texans lost the Battle of the Alamo, how did it help in determining the outcome of
the Texas Revolution? Thesis Statement.

However, Mrs Dickinson reported that Travis adressed the garrison, then left the decision to stay for everyone
to make on his own. As we know, both countries experienced the extreme opposites of their desired outcomes,
if only initially The wartime atrocities that are reported about that event, are not one bit less cruel than the
ones that the Mexicans committed on the morning of March 6th ,  Another account says that he ran away from
a debt. Also on February 25th some Texians managed to set fire to buildings which the enemy used as shelter
Expansion would open new markets for merchants; 3. Apparently this word had a considerable meaning. He
had been reported that there were Mexican troops heading for this fort and he felt it was his primary duty to
defend it. By , there were around slaves in Texas. The final count of the battle was nine Texians killed and
Mexcians mortally wounded. After all he was a Mexican citizen. At their head is a merciless tyrant, whose
only goal is infinite power. They would have expected him in March, three weeks later, but not at that time
Sam Houston was one of those. How could this have been achieved? The man Colonel Travis put his entire
faith in, was Colonel Fannin. For example, the two nations spoke different languages and had different
religions. To make matters worse, on December 16, , a few armed Americans went to Nacodoches an area of
Texas and claimed it, calling it the Republic of Fredonia. In , Spanish officials sectioned off San Antonio's
five missions and distributed their lands to the remaining Indian residents. Since a mission has certainly very
different tasks to perform than a fortress, the Alamo lacked nearly everything a tactician would expect of a
defensive structure, and only a few improvements had been supplied by the Texians see appendix 4. Computer
Software. The most remarkable thing about the Alamo garrison is, that there was not one professional soldier
among them. Bush is a Texan. They sought the same rights American citizens in other states had, they wanted
to be included in government decisions, they longed to have a freedom in religious expressions, and they
desired to bring in slaves to help them. But similar to Bowie and Crockett, a crucial turning point took place in
his life. Surrendering would have been nonsense. Who will be the first? Travis, who had become foremost in
bid after Jim Bowie fell badly, decided to remain in the Alamo. His army had moved forward in columns of
about men apiece and the army had respectively travelled on different routes or with a time lag. Much of the
same material spilled over into the first few issues of a series of comic almanacs published under Crockett's
name from to which on the whole, embodied a body of outrageous tall tales about the adventures of the
legendary Davy rather than the historical David Crockett. In Texas was admitted to the United States of
America, becoming its 28th state. The vast majority of the garrison came from the United States. His life
seemed pre-ordained. He grew up speaking English, Spanish, and French, a facility he never lost. His
motivation was to make Texas a state with a Spanish or Hispanic population and he knew that a Texas with a
high number of Anglo-American inhabitants would be a long-term problem in achieving this goal. While
Mexican government deemed slavery as illegal, Americans believed otherwise. Yet on April 21st , this pipe
dream became reality. Three times the number could have been used.


